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many of you will be aware of the fifa 2012 game for the playstation 3 and xbox 360.
although not entirely successful, the game has achieved a cult status thanks to its

addictive gameplay and was, no doubt, a big factor in the games overall success. but if
youre looking for a fifa game for android, youll be disappointed to know that there isn’t

any to be found in the google play store yet. it seems that the mobile version of the game
is very much in its early stages and the only official release was fifa 2013 for ios. agents of

mayhem (android, ios, and pc)after being kidnapped by the mysterious mayhem and
escaping, agent liberty mantle, agent trigger, and agent shade set off on a journey to find
the magical city where the mysteries of the world are unraveled. to complete their quest,
they must collect the four agents of mayhem and defeat the mysterious mastermind to
end the nightmare. [ download ] tappin' (android, ios)tappin, the series of first-person

shooter where the players fight to survive in a world of murder and drugs, returns with its
third installment. the game features a brand new map, new weapons and new enemies. a
different story and a new team are also included. [ download ] we are excited to announce
the release of fifa mobile, the first mobile game of the franchise, which is available now on
android and ios. its aim is to bring the joy of the most famous sports video game to mobile
devices. besides, we are extremely excited to announce the release of the nintendo switch

version of fifa mobile, which is available for the first time in this platform. [ download ]
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